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Porretta Soul Festival – 22-24 July 2011
If there were one message from this year’s festival, it would be that life is precious. Tributes were
paid to three artists who had died since last year’s edition: Solomon Burke, a champion of the
festival whose most recent appearance had been two years ago, and Clay Hammond and Al Green
(of the Green Brothers), who had both performed last year. Of course, each of these three singers
could be said to have had a good innings; however, during the festival, reports came through of the
tragedy unfolding in Norway and the loss of many young lives, and also the, perhaps not
unexpected, early death of Amy Winehouse. Adding to the sense of loss was a moving speech by
the widow of Ernesto De Pascale, a journalist who had made a valued contribution to the growth of
the festival.
Porretta 2011 will also be remembered for the weather. Whilst the pessimist amongst us had
predicted rain on the basis of the forecast of a 50% chance of precipitation each day, he turned out
to be no more than half right. We did eventually wake up to rain on the third morning, but fortunately
none of the performances were affected, although the lower than usual temperatures during the day
meant for some cold evenings to the extent that several layers of clothing were required, and even
a woolly hat was called for on the last night.
Friday evening started with the Italian band, Foundaction, with
Carlos Sargent (ex Bar-Kays) standing in on drums, warming up
before providing support for Chick Rodgers who had managed only
one day out of two at last year’s festival. This matchstick woman with
the large voice was born in Memphis but moved to Chicago in 1989
where she came under the tutelage of Koko Taylor, whose daughter
subsequently became her manager.
Essentially a covers singer, mining in the main the songbooks of
Aretha Franklin and Stevie Wonder, she produced a big warm sound
from her tiny frame and added her own flavour to the songs. She
opened with a nice version of Gladys Knight’s I’ve Got To Use My
Imagination, but thereafter stuck to Aretha and Stevie on a ratio of two
to one.

Chick Rodgers © Paul Harris

After the ‘done to death’ Respect, she slowed it down with Ain’t No
Way and Stevie’s All I Do, only to speed it up with a lively Superstition. A faithful (You Make Me
Feel) Like A Natural Woman followed and the final number, Spirit In The Dark, with some elegant
gospel-stepping by Chick, was an excellent choice. Bizarrely,
her encore was deferred, as the stage-hands had almost cleared
the stage and the band members packed up their instruments
before the MC, Rick Hutton, decided that one more number
should be called for.
The band appeared well-rehearsed, the backing singers (two
American and two Italian) enjoyed themselves, and Chick
Rodgers put over the songs with definite soul style. The
downside was the number of covers: too many well-known and
by the same artists. Nevertheless, she doesn’t disappoint in the
live situation.
Chick Rodgers © Paul Harris
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This year saw the return of the Austin DeLone Band after a
gap of one year, though its backing responsibilities were
limited to two of the stars on show. It was still a top class group
of musicians, although perhaps to minimise the costs, two
Italians were included in the four-man horn section, where only
Mike Rinta (trombone) remained, while Sax Gordon guested
on tenor saxophone.
The leader took the opportunity to shine on the Hammond
organ with polished versions of some Booker T & The MGs
Austin DeLone Band © Paul Harris
classics: Hip Hug-Her, Chinese Checkers and Time Is Tight.
Lonnie Mack’s Wham! made a nice change, but These Arms Of Mine did not show his vocals off to
best advantage.
His daughter Caroline DeLone appeared for Soul Serenade and Adele’s Rolling In The Deep. I
know nothing of Adele, nor will I criticise Caroline’s vocal talents, as it appears that someone (whom
I will call Feet for reasons of anonymity) lapelled the father later that night in order to put his cap on
straight.
At this point, the Sweet Soul Music Award 2011 was presented to Andrea Mingardi, a Bolognaborn singer who has been recording for getting on for fifty years. Judging by his performance of Try
A Little Tenderness, That Lucky Old Sun (in Italian) and Satisfaction, it was a reward for
perseverance.
As was case last year, the main backing band was the
Memphis All Star R&B Band with pretty much the same
line-up as before. This time the band members seemed more
relaxed and as a result their performances were more
consistent. Their first job was to support the junior (in terms
of success) of two singing brothers, Percy Wiggins. He
started with a northern soul favourite, Love Is A Wonderful
Thing (an RCA recording), which I felt didn’t represent him at
his best. His easy manner and voice were much better suited
to the ballads which followed. His 1967 Atco single They
Percy Wiggins © Paul Harris
Don’t Know was full of charm, as was the tribute to OV Wright,
You’re Gonna Make Me Cry and the standard, (I Love You) For Sentimental Reasons, first recorded
in 1945 by the Brown Dots. His final number would have been Al Green’s Sha La La (Make Me
Happy), except that it was his ‘send me off the stage’ song. He interrupted it several times with “I
gotta go” and left with barely a minute completed. It was too short a set by far.
It was only his second ever visit to Porretta, his first being in 1994,
but William Bell was clearly glad to be back. Dressed in cream
suit, dark glasses and neatly-trimmed goatee beard, he was the
very essence of smooth. He and the band straight away slipped
into that easy groove to which only the comatose are not moved
to sway. His 1977 Mercury recording, Easy Comin’ Out (Hard
Goin’ In), was one such number, before his sixties Stax recordings
took over. He drew all the emotion out of I Forgot To Be Your
Lover and Any Other Way, standing hunched, head down, eyes
closed and singing into the stage.
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William Bell © Paul Harris

Only a little less intense were A Tribute To A King (written on the death of Otis Redding) and Private
Number, for which Toni Green joined him to reprise the Judy Clay part. His first recording for Stax,
You Don’t Miss Your Water, preceded Mercury’s Tryin’ To Love Two, which he extended (as he had
done on most of the songs) but this time to almost frayed conditions by going beyond the addition
of a medley starting with Stand By Me and ending with Any Day Now to the introduction of the band
members and backing singers, the Norman sisters. It did not detract, however, from what was for
me one of the highlights of the festival.
The Memphis All Star R&B Band created an air of anticipation
for the entrance of Toni Green in diva mode. She wore a
leg-revealing bustled designer-dress with a loose sash hanging
from one hip; both legs seemed to have been sprayed with tinsel.
I did not recognise the opening two numbers, the first a quasisymphonic soul song, which seemed a trifle shrill, and the
second a more measured slowie with Toni ladling on the drama.
Feel Like Breaking Up Somebody’s Home, though was much
better, even if the tension was ultimately dissipated by dragging
audience members up on stage to dance.

Toni Green © Paul Harris

Squeals, presumably of ecstasy,
heightened a melodramatic rendition
of At Last. And I Say A Little Prayer
was given a good going over with an
audience walkabout before she left
the stage, dabbing tears(?) from her

eyes with a large handkerchief.
She came back for an encore with It’s A Man’s Man’s Man’s World and
Piece Of My Heart, which were almost restrained by comparison. Toni
Toni Green © Paul Harris
Green puts a lot into her performances, which cannot be ignored.
Saturday began with the Memphis All Star R&B Band warming up for Harvey Scales, a singer and
songwriter, perhaps more successful for being the latter. He entered the stage in a lime green suit
and cream sporting hat, twirling a towel above his head, as he launched into Sweet Soul Music,
dancing with a hint of St Vitus, only to stop (with the band) and restart
seconds later.
The second song was a classic Bobby Womack ballad written for Wilson
Pickett, I’m In Love, which Harvey had recorded for his 1994 The Blues
Is In The House album. When the band ‘brought it down’, he dropped to
one knee, wobbling slightly for a moment. “That used to be easy” he
sang. Next was his only Stax single, What’s Good For You (Don’t Have
To Be Good To You).
He went on to remind us of his Harvey & The Seven Sounds days and
his dance oriented repertoire with Broadway Freeze, bits of Get Down
and Love-Itis, bringing members of the audience on stage to join in the
fun. As the song ended, Rick Hutton continued his feet-mouth problems,
Harvey Scales © Paul Harris coming on stage to call for applause for “Mr Howard Scales”.
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The final number was the co-written Disco Lady, a hit for Johnnie Taylor and the first platinumselling single. Harvey enjoyed himself with more dancing and towel twirling, dragging some females
in the audience on stage to dance, and leading the tenor saxophonist off stage to solo into the radio
mic. It may have seemed chaotic, but it was great fun and entertainment.

Spencer Wiggins © Paul Harris

Making a comeback after a gap of one year was southern soul favourite, Spencer Wiggins, his
voice much deeper than in his heyday, now lived-in and gravelly, but still impassioned. He began
with Lonely Man, singing with head slightly bowed and dropping in some anguished falsetto as in
days gone by. His That’s How Much I Love You was an intense declaration, made more so by the
half-spoken half-sung middle. Relieving the tension, though not a lot, he followed it with the dancer,
Love Attack.
Wearing an expressionless face, Spencer Wiggins could be the very essence of the headmaster
whom you feared but who had hidden warmth and humour. There having previously appeared to
be a working silent communication between band and singer, he stood in silence for a few seconds
before the next number until “The band will be here next week” set them off. Dedicated to the ladies,
Uptight Good Woman was Spencer’s opportunity to play with numerous false endings, much to the
amusement of all concerned.
He ended with the previously unreleased (until Ace’s excellent 2010 CD of his Fame and XL
recordings) I’m At The Breaking Point which has become a dance-floor favourite. This was
extended to include some pure falsetto and scatting, leading to his ad-libbing “I’ve Got To Go Now”.
But he didn’t go, as his brother, Percy Wiggins, in rusty brown, joined the blue-suited one for what
turned out to be a two song tribute to Sam and Dave. Their presentation was sedate in comparison
with the more famous duo, but recognisably theirs as at the end of When Something Is Wrong With
My Baby, the brothers were facing each other, taking it in turns to sing repeated ‘with’s. Hold On
I’m Coming had them holding one of each other’s shoulders, Spencer left side and Percy right side,
marching backwards and forwards across the stage.
At this point, the Memphis All Star R&B Band handed over backing duties to the Austin DeLone
Band for the night’s last two artists. However, before either of them had a chance to appear, Chick
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Rodgers was shoed in to deliver her promised encore Dr
Feelgood, two hours late and with a different band.
She may sing rhythm & blues and blues rather than soul,
but Sugar Pie DeSanto was back at Porretta for the third
time in five years. Many will have seen her before and
may even say that they have grown tired of her stage
antics. However, she can still make you smile and laugh,
or provoke an open-mouthed expression of amazement
on your face.
Seventy-five years old, she is a tiny woman, whom you
might see sitting quietly in a corner and think she was
Sugar Pie DeSanto © Paul Harris
ready for the nursing home. But put her on a stage and it
is as if she has swallowed a whole bottle of uppers: grinning and pulling faces, shoes kicked off and
dancing, joking with the audience and generally misbehaving like a young girl.
Life Goes On, dedicated to her late husband, was about the only serious part of her set. On the next
number she stood facing the drums in order to demonstrate her buttock-clenching skills to the
audience. And as the band started on Slip-in Mules, she removed her earrings and threw them to
the floor - “These things are bothering me”.
Before I Don’t Care she had difficulty in adjusting the microphone stand to replace the mic. “What
in the devil? That just like a man. When you want him up, he down. When you want him down, he
up. Shame on him.” Then admonishing herself – “No, shame on me”.
The songs were good too: Keep It Like It Is (written for her by Jimmy McCracklin), where she jumped
up and wrapped her legs around the body of a man dragged from the audience, and I Want To
Know, her biggest hit, were the pick. But the athleticism was never far away, as the backward roll
across the stage during Hello, San Francisco showed. Her voice may be diminished but not her
spirit, and the band stayed with her all the way.
Headlining the festival was the bespectacled Jerry Williams Jr.,
who in 1970 donned the persona of Swamp Dogg, and has
recorded under that name ever since. However, he started with
a song he recorded in1964 as Little Jerry Williams, I‘m The Lover
Man, when he had to “beat his own drum”.
Seated centre stage at a keyboard and turning over the sheets of
his music folder, he switched to his reading glasses for the
southern soul of Did I Stay Away Too Long (Or Did I Come Back
Too Soon).
He stood up to sing Sam Stone, John Prine’s song about a
Swamp Dogg © Paul Harris
decorated war veteran whose drug addiction leads to an
overdose, segueing into God Bless America. He related the words
to the tragic event in Norway and the problems besetting the world, making the clarification that
‘America’ was synonymous with all countries.
Mama’s Baby – Daddy’s Maybe was another cheating southern soul song, and Synthetic World is
probably just as relevant today as it was when it was written in 1970, as is The World Beyond
(written by Bobby Goldsboro in 1968 about the ‘dropping of the bomb’). The anthemic quality of
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Swamp Dogg’s version is a long way from the original, and is now a metaphor for the results of the
prosecution of war.
He dedicated The More to Solomon Burke, which he had provided for Sidewalks, Fences And Walls,
the album he had produced on him, admitting that he had had a love-hate relationship with him.
He finished with his usual end-song, the Bee Gees’ Gotta Get A Message To You, with mic in hand
going on a flesh-pressing audience walkabout which, at almost ten minutes in length, was more than
a shade too much. He encored with Since I Don’t Have You, left the stage again only to return for
In My Résumé, finally folding his music book up and walking off stage for the third time.
What had been another memorable Swamp Dogg performance had remarkably taken place against
a backdrop of his wife having been rushed to hospital in Bologna. Although the prognosis had been
good, one can only admire the fact and high quality of his performance, achieved, I suppose, by
being able to separate life and work in his mind. As he said later, “It’s an act”.
Seated waiting for the show to commence on Sunday, it was noticeable that numbers were down
on previous years: a sign of the times rather than the quality of the line-up. The opening act, the
Italian band Amnesia International, had an interesting choice of covers in their set-list, ranging
from the Animals and the Box Tops to the Impressions and King Curtis.
Thereafter it was a typical Porretta Sunday as all the artists who had
appeared over the preceding two days returned for a couple of numbers
or more. The Memphis All Star R&B Band bore the burden of support
for the majority, the first of these being the indefatigable Harvey Scales,
who delighted in performing and had dressed in pink suit and shoes for
the occasion. He bounced around the stage on Sweet Soul Music as he
employed the stop and restart trick, dropping to one knee being the
signal. This was followed by I’ve Been Loving You Too Long, dedicated
to Otis Redding, who had brought him to Stax when he was appearing
as Harvey Scales & The Seven Sounds. He rounded it off by making the
most of the dancing marathon that is Disco Lady, bringing four ladies
from the audience on stage to do their thing, one of whom demonstrated
Harvey Scales © Paul Harris her African descent when she turned her back to the audience.
Chick Rodgers, in black trousers and shimmering, sleeveless blue top, reprised her adoration of
Messrs Wonder and Franklin, with a persistently danceable Superstition and a dramatic Dr
Feelgood, which was strangely an encore, although this time it was performed with the same band
and not over two hours later.
The cream-suited Percy Wiggins began with the uptempo
dancer, Love Is A Wonderful Thing, only to slow it down with
You’re Gonna Make Me Cry, stretching it with some ad-libs
over the Norman sisters’ chants of “Don’t make me cry” in the
background. Brother Spencer Wiggins, now in a pale
brown suit, began with Lonely Man, and followed with That’s
How Much I Love You, wailing hoarsely or with falsetto, this
Spencer & Percy Wiggins © Paul Harris
time over the words “That’s how much I care” from the
Norman sisters. The brothers then repeated their Friday night Sam and Dave tribute by performing
When Something Is Wrong With My Baby and Hold On I’m Coming. A duo recording is apparently
on the cards.
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This year more diva than southern soul artist, Toni Green reran her
symphonic starter: a real channel turner. Then she marked the bluesy
You’re Taking Up Another Man’s Place with some kneeling, rolling to one
side before ending up on her back with one leg in the air, which was
symptomatic of a tendency to go beyond the summit. Not a problem for
most of the audience, which found more to appeal as the closer saw a
walkabout to please hands, lips and cameras.
Exuding smooth, William Bell was soon into a relaxed groove and oozed
his way through extended workouts of Easy Comin’ Out (Hard Goin’ In), Toni Green © Paul Harris
Everybody’s A Winner and Tryin’ To Love Two. The latter song included a
mini-medley, the highlight of which was the David Ruffin heartbreaker Walk Away From Love.
After a short break the Austin DeLone Band reclaimed the stage with an instrumental warm-up,
before Caroline DeLone paid tribute to Amy Winehouse with a respectful Rehab.
Sugar Pie DeSanto acted the naughty girl and clowned with the audience during a three-song set
of Soulful Dress, I Don’t Care and In The Basement, which she dedicated to the ailing Etta James,
with whom she had originally recorded the song. She was called back on stage to be presented
with a black swan (made of glass?), donated by a local boutique.
Sax Gordon vocalised and honked his way through My Baby’s Big And
Hot, paving the way for the festival’s headliner Swamp Dogg. Dressed all
in white, as on the cover of the I’m Not Selling Out / I’m Buying In album
but sans long jacket-tails and top hat, he alligator slid to the intro music
before seating himself at the keyboard. Whilst not out of character, his
rendition of Buddy Johnson’s Since I Fell For You was for some reason
surprisingly romantic. Total Destruction To Your Mind, on the other hand,
was a model of controlled frenzy. At the end, like a venerable philosopher,
he mused on the words “sittin’ on a cornflake”, which he had written
because he liked the sound of them. He finished as before with Gotta Get
A Message To You, turning it into an endurance test with ten minutes of
flesh-pressing walkabout with a delighted audience. The song continued
as the rest of the artists bar Sugar Pie joined him on stage to turn it into a
twenty-five minute triathlon.
Sax Gordon © Paul Harris
And so ended the twenty-fourth edition of the Porretta Soul Festival. Some
of the pool of artists appropriate to the festival may have died, and the voices of some of those who
are still here may have changed, but the music lives on and the magic remains. The charm of the
town and the people, and the intimacy of the
event keep us returning. But without the
addition of younger artists, how long will it
continue? Or would their inclusion merely be a
signal of the end?

Thanks to Paul Harris for the photos, and for
putting together the following page to give a
flavour of what any visitor wandering around
town might be able to see during the festival.
Spencer, Percy, William, Swamp, Harvey © Paul Harris
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Porretta Off-Stage

Sax Gordon
© Paul Harris

Porretta is a small, friendly town and festival performers
can often be seen enjoying the surroundings. For example,
Sax Gordon was spotted enjoying a glass of white wine in
the balmy air outside a bar; the Wiggins brothers, Spencer
and Percy, willingly posed for a snap after leaving a
restaurant; then at a sound check Spencer and Harvey
Scales were captured in rehearsal.

Wiggins Brothers
© Paul Harris

Subsequently Swamp Dogg, the featured star for this year’s festival whose posed image appeared
on the programme cover and on the press passes, was amazed to be shown a handbag purchased
by Veronica Harris from a local shop. The bag had been specially
decorated to celebrate the festival by recreating the Swamp Dogg
image behind which was the scenic tower which is one of the
architectural features of Porretta.

Chiesa dei Padri cappuccini
© Paul Harris

On the Sunday morning a gospel celebration
was held at a packed Chiesa dei Padri
cappuccini which featured Paul Taylor the
band leader of the Memphis All Star R&B
Band on keyboard with solo vocal
performances from Spencer and Percy
Wiggins and from one of the lady backing
singers. Lengthy applause echoed around
the spacious church after each devout
performance.

Spencer Wiggins © Paul Harris

Toni Green

Veronica Harris with Swamp Dogg
© Paul Harris

The Wiggins brothers were
ever-present
during
the
festival,
including
an
appearance at the Press
Conference
following
the
gospel service where they
were joined by Toni Green,
Sugar Pie DeSanto, Paul
Taylor, band leader Austin De
Lone and his guitarist Gary
Vogensen.

Sugar Pie DeSanto

Paul Taylor
© Paul Harris
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Percy Wiggins © Paul Harris

Gary Vogensen

